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Now lovely maids whose hearts beat high
Shall stand beneath the mistletoe,
While in the purpled eastern sky
Sweet symbols of this day shall glow.
Let evergreen and holly make
Their wreaths for every human door
And good cheer, for the Master’s sake,
Come without stint to rich and poor.
Ring, Christmas bells, this joyous mornl
Let not your peals or music cease,
For oh this day a King was bom—
The gentle, heaven crowned Prince of Peace,
J oel B enton .

[Copyright, 1895, by American Press Associa
tion.]
Once more to mark the Christmas morn
Time’s murmuring tides their tumults cease.
For on this day a King was born,
The prophet pointed Prince of Peace.
The waifs are singing in the street,
And distant hills and icy dells
Their merry Christmases repeat
And hear the clang of Christmas bells.

Pile up the Yule log’s ancient flame;
Bring in tho feast of savory worth.
Today the name of every name
Shall sweep tho circuit of the earth.
And burdens of the soul shall flee
Since ho took up tho cross for us,
And all tho sorrows that can be
Shall turn to triumphs glorious.

/

A CHR ISTMAS T U R K E Y .
How

an Old Tar Came Near Being Cooked
For Dinner.

“ I never think of Christmas turkeys
without rememberin the time I come near
to bein tho turkey myself,” said an aged
sailor to the group of seamen who sur
rounded him as he sat upon the end of an
old spar on South street, New York.
The ancient mariner’s name was Jack
Brown, and as he had followed the sea as
man and boy for over 50 years and had
cruised in every part of the world the
group listened in respectful silence, well
knowing that when old Jack Brown start
ed to spin a yarn it was sure to be well
worth hearing.
“ It was away back in 1840, and I was
little moro than a youngster then— only
about 18. I had bunked aboard tho Jolly
Rover; but, mates, she didn’t prove to be
what her name indicated. We left this
port for Melbourne, weathered Cape Horn
as safo from Davy Jonos’ locker as a
mountain a mile inland, and all was
smooth goin until we were a week’s sail
into the south Pacific. Then a storm
struck us that sent us scuddin along un
der bare poles like a Mother Carey’s chick
en afore a cyclone.
“ I ’ve run afore many a gale, mates,
but that hurricane could give points to
any of ’em. Ono minute the Jolly Rover
would plunge out of sight into a big wave,
and the next she would seem to be perched
like the ark on a Mount Ararat of water.
The gale blew nearly all night without a
moment’s pause. A ll wo could do was to
let her run. Suddenly she struck with a
shock that made every timber creak. I
was below, but I rushed on deck, expect
in the ship would go down. An instant
later a big wave came over the rail, washed
me overboard and swept me on and on. I
kept my head above water part of the time,
every moment expectin to be dashed agin
tho rocks. To my joy, I was washed up
on a sandy beach. Luckily I had strength
enough left to get up and run inland a few
feet before the next wave caught me.
“ Day was just breakin, and as I looked
around I saw Captain Stout, Second Mate
Bill Fry and Jim English crawlin out of
a big wave and helped ’em up tho beach.
“ ‘Look!’ yells Fry, shakin tho water
from his eyes. ‘There she goes!’
“ As wo glanced in the direction of tho
Jolly Rover she staggered like some gigan
tic animal with a mortal wound and sank
beneath tho waves. Wo watched tho beach
for an hour, but not another man came
ashore. Every Jack Tar of ’em was
drowned. Then we started inland to ex
plore tho place. Wo didn’t feel at all at
ease, mates, because Captain Stout figured
as how wo must be on one of the smallest
of tho Solomon, islands,, which, we know

was inhabited by the toughest lot of can
nibals and head hunters in the Pacific.
“ We realized that we were dead men if
we were captured, and we kept a sharp
lookout for the cannibals while we were
takin in the lay of the land. We saw
many cocoanut and breadfruit trees, but
the island was apparently uninhabited. I
say apparently because about half an hour
after we landed a dozen ugly, tattooed
savages leaped upon us from the bushes.
X knocked one of ’em off his legs before a
big warclub brought me to the grass, and
Stout, Fry and English had no better
luck. The savages were armed with clubs,
bows and arrows and bone pointed spears,
and their hair was thick and bushy and
was stuck full of sticks for hairpins.
“ We were all bound hand and foot, and
then the savages carried us to a village
near by, where we were thrown into a hut
and guarded by two big black fellows
armed with clubs.
‘ ‘ ‘ Mates, ’ says English, 1did you notice
what was liangin up agin the hut next to
us?’ We all said, ‘No.’ ‘Well,’ says he,
‘it was the flesh of human bein’s, and, as
Captain Stout feared, these fellers with
clubs is cannibals.’
“ ‘If they are, our goose is cooked, and
— and so are we,’ the captain says with a
hollow sort of a laugh. ‘Blast my eyes,’
he says, Iff tomorrow ain’t Christmas day
too! Perhaps these blacks are goin to
have us help ’em make their turkey din
ner a success.’ We all shuddered, and Jack
Brown for one thought he had seen New
York for the last time. We lay in the hut
all day and tho followin ifight. The sav
ages fed us very well, and while we. cnjjoyd the mess we couldn’t help thinkin
that the black villains were givin it to us
to make us more fat and eatable. Next
mornin we heard a great yellin and poundin of tamtams, and Fry, who could look
through a crack in the hut, said that a big
party of blacks had just returned from
somewhere in large war canoes and had
with ’em a dozen native prisoners.
“ ‘It looks,’ says Fry, ‘as if our captors
have been makin war on another tribe that
lives in this village. The prisoners they
have with ’em evidently got away when
the village was attacked, but were chased
inland and captured. ’
“ F ry ’s guess proved correct, and we soon
found that our captors did not live on the
island, but on another large one about five
miles away. Just after sunrise Christmas
day we were loaded into big, handsomely
carved war canoes along with the dozen
native prisoners, and the savages paddled
across a wide channel to their own island.
On tho shore was a native village, and
about 1 ,0 0 0 dancin, yellin drum beatin
blacks of both sexes welcomed the return
of the war canoes, loaded down as they
were with Christmas turkeys.
“ Well, mates, the savages carried us up
the beach a short distance and dropped us
near an ugly idol 20 feet high. Several
hundred fires were built near by, and then
most of the savages gathered in a circle
around the idol. Pretty soon a dozen of
the tallest blacks, all armed with long,
sharp spears, danced around the idol to the
music of a hundred tamtams, and then
they ranged the dozen native prisoners in
a line facin the idol and speared the poor
blacks through and through.
“ I won’t describe the horrible scene that
followed, except to say that we lay there
expectin every minute would be our last
and saw the cannibals cook and devour
their victims.
“ ‘They’re savin us for dessert, ’ says the
captain.
“ But they didn’t save us long. In a
very few minutes the 12 big savages were
leadin us toward the idol, and we were
sayin goodby to one another.
Death
seemed very near when suddenly we heard
the boom of a dozen cannon. An instant
later shells exploded right and left among
the cannibals, killin scores of them. Tho
remainder took one look at the British
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man-o"’-war, lyln in the channel hall a
mile away, and then fled, panic stricken.
“ We sailors were soon tackin for the
beach with every sail drawin, you can
bet, and when the warship’s boats picked
us up jack Brown for one was heartily
thankin heaven he’d saved his wishbone!”
E a r le H. E ato n .
The Usual W ay.

Mrs. Youngbryde— What are you going
to give your husband for Christmas?
Mrs. Longwed— I think I shall give him
a new mahogany tea table— I ’ve wanted
ono a long time.
Skeleton of a Lay Sermon For Christmas.
First.— Young women who are thinking
of giving Christmas remembrances to their
pastors should remember that the straight
and narrow path is not an easy road to
travel at all times, and therefore stout
walking shoes may be more appropriate
than embroidered slippers.
Second.— Measure the valuo of tho gifts
you receive by the motives of the givers
and not by their intrinsic value. Often
times when the proper standard is used the
humblest gift, costing but a few cents, is
found to be of more real worth than the
richest, most expensive present.
Third.— If you have made up your mind
to give So-and-so a Christmas gift just be
cause you think you are going to receive
one from that quarter, you would better
abandon the idea altogether. Christmas
gifts prompted by anything but a desire
to confer a real pleasure upon the recipient
had best go ungiven.
Fourth.— I t ’s a goodthingto eat the old
time Christmas dainties at Christmas time
— the rich black plum pudding, the boar’s
head and the juicy baked goose— just the
same as our forbears did. But if you have
indigestion the next morning do not
grumble. Go out into the sunshine and
walk five miles, or, better yet, hunt up
an ax and a log of wood and make tho
chips fly for an hour or two. It is a law’
of nature that whoso will not physically
labor shall not overeat with impunity.
Fifth.— It ’s a good thing to romember
that tho recording angel is likely to make
a bigger entry to your credit on his books
because of the gift of a half worn overcoat
to a shivering fellow man or a dinner to a
half starved and possibly grimy urchin
than because of a costly jewel given to a
favorite of fortune.
Sixth.— Christmas is the day of all tho
year on which tho unlovely traits of your
character should bo smothered, and it
would be a great thing for you if you were
to manage in some way this year to get
rid of those traits altogether.
In England the day after Christmas,
“ boxing day” as it is called, is a day of
greater festivity among the working classes
than Christmas itself. “ Boxing day” is
so called from the Christmas boxes, each
containing money given by tho rich to the
poor in olden times.
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The ice went out of the river Sunday
noon.
Andrew Aldrich is sick with rheumatic
J. S. Emery, of Boston, was in town
fever.
this week.
C. E. Beedy, of Lewiston, was in town
Weston Lewis, president of the Sandy
Thursday.
River Railroad, was in town last week.
Miss Clare Hinkley has so far recovered
Mrs. Clara A. Chandler died Saturday.
as to be able to ride out.
She has been ill for many months.
The State tax assessed on the Phillips
John Horn is building the cab for P. & R.
Saving’s Bank is §531.53.
engine, No. 4, and is doing a fine job.
Sherman Whitney is working for M. W.
The children’s concert to have been held
Harden in his barber shop.
at the Methodist Church Sunday evening,
Rev. Mr. Nottage and Mrs Nottage has been postponed.
have returned from their trip.
Alton Brown is getting to be about as
Charles E. Berry attended the State sweet as sugar, he is putting up so much
of the Creamery Company’s six gallons of
Grange at Bangor, last week.
Col. Robinson, M rs. Haines and Faye mollasses for a dollar.
As soon as the stone now quarried is
were in Farmington, Wednesday.
Miss Josie Beedy has charge of Miss used, no more stone work will be done
this winter on the Sandy River R. R.
Wight’s room during her absence.
They are just building a cattle culvert
Mrs. A. M. Greenwood and Mrs. Mary below Strong, 4x6 ft. in size.
Sanborn, were in Farmington Friday.
Dr. Z. V. Carville, of Fall River, Mass.,
Hon. F. E. Timberlake, recently sent has recently had a new monument placed
Governor Cleaves a fine mounted buck deer in his lot in the old cemetery, and the lot
head.
graded and posts set. W. B. Hoyt, of the
C. E. Estes, of Farmington, was in town Phillips Marble Works, did the work.
Wednesday with a sewing machine to
Moses W. Harden is again confined to
deliver.
the house with his old trouble, rheuma
Ben. Whittemore has cut 1500 cakes of tism. This attack is not as severe as the
ice from Cottle brook, for parties living in former ones and he expects to be out in a
that vicinity.
week or so.
The social dance Thursday evening was
The King’s Daughters will meet with
a great success,— thirty-five couples in at Miss Daisy Dill, Friday Jan. 3rd. As it
tendance. Towle furnished the music.
is the day for the semi-annual election of
One of Phillips’ oldest citizens, Mr. Ben officers, a full attendance is particularly
jamin Pratt, has had a shock, being 84 requested.
years of age his recovery can hardly be ex
May or December, which? On the 21st,
pected.
'■ two English violets, in full bloom, were
Lew, son of Curtis Walker of Madrid, picked in the garden at Ambleside. From
was thrown from a horse Friday, break this violet bed, flowers have been gathered
ing his leg. Dr. Palmer was called to at every month in the year save the first two.
tend him.
The Austin Spool Co. are sure to locate
Clarence Calden, of Wilton, who has behn in Phillips. Everything has been arranged
off the road for some time, was in Phillips save the passing of the deeds, with the
last week as Agent of a Fertilizer Co. of exception of the title to the river bank,
which will be settled in a few days. .Score
Eastport.
Howard Beal, of St Paul, has been visit one for Phillips in the improvement line.
Rev. D. A. Evans formerly pastor of the
ing relatives in this vicinity. He is the
General Wholesale Agent of Kirk’s Soap Cong. Church at New Sharon and now
President of Stearns Academy at LaMoille
Co. of Chicago.
The warm wind of Friday melted the ice Illinois, is also pastor of the Cong. Church
very much. Our local ice cutter generally in that place. Quite recently a very fine
pipe organ was purchased for the church
has to prepare his g r o u n d two or three
which was first heard by the public at a
times before he is able to get in any ice.
grand recital given on the evening of De
Tuesday of last week was Whittier’s cember twentieth. The organist was Mr.
birthday. It was very appropriately cel Falk of the Union Park Churchill Chicago,
ebrated by the pupils of the grammar Rev. Dr. Noble’s, and as he has the reputa
school under the direction of Miss Walker. tion of being one of the finest concert or
R.
Tibbetts, of North Wayne and S. F.ganists in the West, the audience must
and F. E. Desmere, of Malden, Mass., were have enjoyed a rare treat.
at the Phillips Hotel Thursday night.
The following programme for the Christ
They left Friday morning for Letter E. in
mas entertainment of the Union Sabbath
search of deer.
School at Lambert Hall Wednesday eve
Miss Lora Wight, the teacher in the Dec, 25:
Intermediate room, has gone to Provi
Program me.
dence, R. I., to take an examination for a 1. Singing, by the School.
school there. She will not leave here till 2. Prayer, by Mr, Fultz.
3 R ecitation,
A da Farmer.
her year has expired.
4. “ D ecem b er.”
Harry Bates.
Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Noble leave to-day 5, Duet,
Misses Lena and Cora Kelley.
(Thursday), for a two weeks’ trip to C. “ The Little Christmas T ree.”
Atlanta. They go from Boston via. the
Miss A lice P rescott.
Prince W heeler.
Royal Blue Line, stopping at Philadelphia, 7. Recitation,
going, and at Chatanooga, Lookout 8. Class E xercise.
Mountain, Natural Bridge, Luray Cave 9. Singing, by Quartette.
10. “ C hristm asEverywhere.” V evie Harnden.
and Washington on their return.
11. Recitation, by the little ones.
The Grand Army Post will install their 12. "H arry’s Christmas M essage,”
officers on Thursday, January 2, at 2
Herbert P rescotto’clock p . M. They will have a baked- 13. Solo,
Mr. Will Fultz.
bean supper at 5 p. m . All Grand Army 14. “ N o Stockings to W ear,”
Clifford P rescott.
men and their families, and the Relief
Corps are cordially invited to be present. 15. The Birds' Christmas Carol.—This story
will be read by Miss Sarah Toothaker, and
After supper they will have a social hour
will have several pictures o f Carol. Mrs.
with singing, reading and speaking. N.
Bird, Uncle Jack, and the Riggles Family,
U. Hinkley, staff officer, will install.
and will conclude with singing by the choir
boys.
The Telephone office in this place has
had a new instrument and switchboard, so 16. Reading, “ Jimmy B row n’s Christmas,”
Miss Cherry Bangs.
that communication between Rangeley
Ethel Farmer.
and Phillips, or Phillips south can be 17. “ Santa’s Surprise,”
Entrance o f Santa Claus.
carried on independently. It is an Eng
Distribution o f Presents.
lish instrument very similar to those in
use in the English Postal service. New
D IE D .
instruments have been put in at Forster’s
toothpick mill and at Dr. Badger’s office Phillips. D ec. 21. Mrs. Clara A. Chandler.
in Strong.
aged 54 years.
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LOCALS.

With the Sportsmen.
Isaac A. Smith and Frank Hight, of
Madrid and Greenvale, respectfully, on
Nov. 22, shot a fine buck deer in Greenvale. Both horns were broken off. one
within an inch of his head, and he was
badly cut and scarred in addition. He
had been an old fighter.

A Deluded Duck Hunter.

Our Saturday Cove correspondent says:
“ A young man w-ell known here came up
from Rockland recently for a little recrea
tion in the gunning line. Having made
quite a circuit through the woods without
seeing a sign of anything he came out on
the shore at Little Harbor, and crept
Cony Hoyt, young son of Levi Hoyt,
silently and carefully over the rocks and
caught an owl in a trap Friday night. He
seaw-eed in expectation of seeing, perhaps,
had a trap set and found that a rabbit
some wrild geese or ducks playing in the
had been caught and that something had
harbor. Having reached a shelter behind
eaten it naarly up. Thinking it a fox he a large rock he watched and searched
set another trap near the first one with every nook and corner where it would be
the above result. The owl was fastened
supposed they might be, and at last was
by one toe only, and was secured alive.
rewarded by the sight of a duck floating
Its spread of wings was nearly four feet.
easily over the gentle ripples of the har
A t a meeting of the governor and coun bor. Taking careful aim he fired, but
cil on Wednesday morning, the commis somehow the duck did not seem to mind
sioners of inland fisheries and game re the shot at all, but kept right there. He
ported that there was an unexpended fired again, and still the duck manifested
balance in their department for 1895 of the same unconcern. He was sure each
$2121 , but that the settlement of outstand discharge had taken effect, but “ why in
ing claims for fish culture and warden ser — Calais— didn’t it flop over or some
vice and a few unsettled contested claims thing,” he murmured to himself. “ I ’ll bet
require the whole of the unexpended you will move this time!” so he fired
again, but the duck kept bobbing serenely
balance.
on the waves as though nothing ha)d hap
Hunters returning from the Okefenokee pened. Getting desperate the young man
Swamp in Georgia, where comparatively crawled nearer the edge of the water, and
few' hunters go, say it abounds with game for fear it might get away let go again
of all sorts— deer, bears, alligators, tur another charge. He w-as sure he had hit
keys. wild fowl and fish.. The people who ! it this time, for it jumped almost out of
live in the swamp district know little or the water, but it settled back again into
nothing of the world outside, and ap its old position. “ Well, that beats me,”
parently care nothing. They supply all he thought, “ but I ’ll find out about it.”
their wants from the ' products of the and he did, and a more wrathful young
swamp region, and though by no means man never came from Rockland than he,
wealthy are exceedingly independent.
for when he became fully concious that he
C. E. Richardson, who spent the sum had wasted four charges of shot and pow
mer at Wild Rose cottage, Sandy River der on a blasted decoy duck, made out of
Pond informs us that during the fall he a chunk of wood and tied to a codline, he
saw the tracks of a moose or caribou that grew furious, and hurridly left the place,
crossed and recrossed the pond nearly heaping some hard sounding adjectives
every night. He said deer were very upon the person who was mean enough to
numerous in that section, and that just play a trick like that, when ducks are so
after the open season, three hunters were scarce, and a fellow has to go so far to
following about a dozen at the same time. find one.— B e l f a s t J o u r n a l .
But very few have been shot about there
but it is thought that the wardens should
Dccr Killed iu the Adiroadacks.
camp in that vicinity after snovr comes.
The New York State Forest and Game
The largest bull moose that has passed Commission thinks that by the aid of re
through Lewiston this fall was in the turns from guides, hotel keepers, keepers
American Express Company’s office on of game preserves and residents of the
Tuesday evening. It was the property of above region, it is able to make a close
J. E. Palmer, and was shot at Sherman, estimate of the number of deer killed there
on the Bangor & Aroostook railroad. It the past season. The returns thus far
must have weighed 900 pounds alive and show that there have been 3937 deer
stood very high. The distance in a straight killed. Col. Fox, of the commission, be
line from the tip of its nose to the tip of lieves these figures aproximately correct,
its ears was three feet. The spread of its and estimates that over 4500 deer were
antlers was 43 inches. He was truly a fine killed during the season. Shooting and
specimen. Mr. Palmer had besides the Fishing is inclined to the belief that the
figures are much in excess of the actual
moose, two deer.
number killed, and adds, “ There is a
Arthur Jackman, Robert Ross and Bert general belief at the present time that the
McLean of Sprague’s Mills, started in returns have been largely exaggerated by
October for a hunt up Big Fish Lake. It hotel keepers and camp proprietors, for
was rumored that they were lost or the sake of drawing attention to the re
drowned; but last week, after many nar gion as a pleasure resort. Careful in
row escapes, Jackman arrived home all vestigation from trustworthy sources,
right and reported that the others were have left the impression on us that there
well and that they had had'good luck, is a marked decrease of deer in this re
having killed between 30 and 40 sable, four gion.”
caribou, and three deer. Jackman went
back on the 15th with two teams to bring
As New Year’s approaches the mer
out the fresh meat and camp outfit and a chants and druggists are called on more
large amount of gum. Coming out of the frequently to answer this question “ Have
woods, Jackman walked 18 miles on snow- you got Hood’s Calandars in yet?” than
shoes, the first snow shoeing he ever did, any other singlo query. It can hardly be
freezing one foot badly. A t the head of said to have become a household word,
the dead water above Portage Lake he but it is more than that, it is a household
broke through the ice and came near necessity. The 1896 calendar is now out
drowning, walking nine miles after this and is by far the handsomest one yet
to get to the hotel at the foot of the lake. issued by that enterprising firm.
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another steals into the room and leaves
PORTRAITURES OF CHRIST.
his gifts, taking care to keep his eyes
away from his own plate which is already Singular Diversion of Views by the Great'
Masters.
wearing a singular appearance. A t last
T IS a singular
breakfast is ready, and with exclamations
fact that through
of surprise each mysterious parcel is un
out the entire
folded, and great is the rejoicing thereat.
New Testament
G ran dp a’s G lasses.
Truly “ it is more blessed to give than to
there is nothing
regarding tho per
receive,” and if the o n l y blessing of Christ
M y grandpapa has to wear glasses.
sonal appearance
mas were the unselfishness which it culti
’Cause his eyesight is not very strong.
of Christ, and the
And he calls them his “ sp ecs,” and h e ’s worn vates, we would not have it abolished, but
early fathers of
them
*
when we remember all of the beautiful
the church, who
For ever and ever so long.
things for which it stands, we feel like say
doubtless
knew
And when he gets through with his reading
ing with tiny Tim, “ God bless us every
something of how
He carefully puts them away,
one,” and A Merry Christmas to you all.
he looked while on
And that’s why I have to help find them
earth, are equally
’Bout twenty-five times in a day.
silent about it. A
H in ts f o r P r e t t y a n d P r a c t ic a l A r tic le s
But at night when we sit ’round the table,
portrait of him
fo r t h e L ittle O nes.
And papa and mamma are there,
has been claimed
He reads just as long as h e ’s able
Carriage-robes and comforters for the
by some to have
And then falls asleep in his chair.
babies are in order just now. Very dainty
come down from
And he sits there and sleeps in his glasses,
robes are made from fine broad-cloth. A o p u s uuj.i.o u m ics, a u u m a t C O p i e S o f i t WOTG
And you don’t know how funny it seems;
pearl-colored robe has a centre wreath of taken and are still extant. That this
But he says he just has to w ear them
yellow and purple pansies wrought with statement has no foundation in fact would
T o see things well in his dreams.
Asiatic filo floss in natural colors. appear to be evident from the circumstance
—Ladies Home Journal.
Another of old-blue has a large scroll de that the old masters, in their representa
tions of the Saviour, follow no recognized
sign in the centre to be outlined with
There are two mornings in the year white and golden yellow Asiatic rope silk. model and are as various in such portrai
tures as were their conceptions of what the
when no resident of New England, at This is highly effective and very quickly i real Christ should be.
least, expects to sleep if there are children done. Shrimp-pink is a favorite baby j This diversity must be apparent to all
in the household. One of these is the color this season. A robe of this color is i who have examined such paintings in tho
Fourth (of July and the other the twenty- very pretty embroidered with white Louvre and other largo collections. In
fifth of December. On the first named violets and green leaves, using Asiatic filo Fra F. Lippi’s “ Madonna and Child,” for
I instance, an exquisite creation, the face of
holiday we confess that most of us would floss.
the infant Saviour, though perfect in con
lik e a few more hours of rest than we
Some of these robes are simply scalloped tour, has a look of precocious intelligence
usually secure, but no one I think would with a pinking-iron, others are button which seems unnatural in one so young,
care to sleep after the children begin to holed in scallops, using Honiton embroid j Carlo Dolce, Murillo and others, though
wish you Merry Christmas. This day be ery silk of a color to match the decora j displaying different types of child life, are
longs especially to the children and hard tion. For the coldest weather a warm | perhaps equally successful in conveying a
hearted must that person be who does not comforter should be worn under these. It j nearly satisfying ideal in their representaenjoy it with them. For weeks previous is made of cream scrim with a cotton bat ! tions of the child Christ. They all, how
the home has been almost as bad to live ting wadding tacked with Victoria knit ever, pay no regard to ethnic considera
tions in their work, and as a result the
in as a powder mill where explosions may ting silk. The edges to be buttonholed face is Italian, French, Spanish or Flem
occur at any moment, for everybody is with the same, using a color to corres ish, as the case may be, rather than Jew
full of secrets and commonly the mother pond with the decoration of the outside ish, as it should have been.
In paintings of the man Christ there is
is the repository of them all. There is a robe.
funny side to this, for having so m a n y
Robes of warm eider down are still very a still greater diversity noticeable, as
confidences reposed in her she sometimes popular. One of light pink or blue is would b3 naturally expected. The face of
forgets which is which, and is prone to lined with wash-silk of the same shade. I Christ in F. R. Francia’s painting, “ The
Virgin and Two Angels Weeping Over the
ask advice of the very one from whom her Finish the edges with a feather stitching of Dead Body of Christ, ’ ’ is probably the diknowledge must be kept. So it is a relief white Victoria knitting silk to keep the vinest conception of it ever traced on can
in many ways when the eventful day ar goods flat. Baby’s monogram is worked vas. Though tho face is evidently that of
rives and everyone claims his own and for (using white Asiatic filo floss) upon the the dead, all the emotions of the soul seem
another year there is nothing to hide. end of the silk lining. This part of the to be mirrored upon it. In Borgognone’s
This word will remind many of how hard robe is doubled over a few inches, that the “ Christ Bearing the Cross,” Correggio’s
it was to find hiding places for their gifts monogram, which is the principal decora “ Ecce Homo,” Guido Reni’s “ Ecce
Homo,” all marvelous creations, as well
after they w e r e procured. Never before, tion, may be seen. A bow of wide white as in others perhaps equally meritorious,
or so it seems to the distracted giver, were satin ribbon fastened to the centre of however different they may be, they at
so many things mislaid, thereby causing a robe finishes it.
least convey an ideal Christ, which does
search ki nooks and corners where pres
Silk sheeting of delicate shades is often not shock Christian sensibilities, as does
ents have been stowed away and during used for carriage robes. They should be Munkacsy’s representation of the Saviour
which the hunter sometimes gets decidedly lined with eider down or used with a win in his famous painting “ Christ Before
Pilate.”
N e il M a c d o n a l d .
“ warm.” However it is a season when ter comforter.
Christmas Changes.
everyone is afflicted with temporary blind
V E R Y P R E T T Y C R IB C O V E R S
ness and fails to notice what at any other
The Yule log has given place to tho
are
made
from white dotted muslin (large steam radiator, the furnace register and
time would be perfectly plain. The pleas
dots).
Make
up
like
a
comforter
with
a
the base burning heater, but we who are
ure of seeing others happy is one that
0 parents e s p e c i a ll y enjoy, and from the time lining of cotton batting, which is tacked warmed by any of these means on Christ
mas eve are quite as likely to enjoy Christ
that the little ones are old enough to with Victoria knitting silk, taking the
mas as were our forefathers and foremoth
know what it means, how delightful are stitches through every dot. Buttonhole ers, who used to celebrate its festivities
the preparations for this day of all others. the edges with the silk.
when gathered about the old time fire
Other covers are made from fine scrim or places. There have been changes in heat
If it is the night before Christmas, and
cheese
cloth,
treating
in
the
same
manner.
ing apparatus, but human nature and
after much talk about what the good
Saint will bring them the children are fast Many cribs are now draped. When the Christmas remain as they wero and will
asleep, the mother busies herself until the curtains are of muslin, a full frilling of the probably so remain after the present ap
paratus has been displaced by electric heatfather returns, and together they arrange material is used for trimming. This fril ors. We grumble about our furnaces, our
the tree, fill the stockings, which are all ling is often edged with narrow German radiators and our stoves and will probably
too small, or spread the gifts where they lace, the whole to be looped back with grumble about our electric heaters, but in
will first catch the sight of the little ribbons to match the silk in the comforter. Yule log times our ancestors were often
Where the draperies are of scrim the usual roasted on one side and frozen ow the other.
sleepers.
There is no need of an alarm clock the finish is a ruffle of wide lace.

A Cosy Corner for the Ladies.

next morning, for before the first gleam of
light is seen in the cold gray sky, whispers
are heard of which the meaning is easy to
understand, and when at last the antici
pated gifts are spread before them, does it
not bring back the memory of many a
Christmas when we t o o were children and
felt the same delight that they are now
expressing? There is one thing in which a
reform is needed or a change of some kind,
it seems a little hard for children to wait
all of Christmas day before receiving their
presents, and a better plan is to have the
festival and tree on the preceding evening,
as in this case they have the holiday in
which to enjoy them. I am speaking of
course of public festivals, but in many
families the gifts are distributed at the
breakfast table, and great is the amuse
ment as one member of the family after

L A P -P R O T E C T O R S

Christmas Stockings.

are very necessary with small babies.
They are usually 18 inches square, padded
very thick and made of unbleached cotton
cloth, knotted and buttonholed with
white cotton yarn.

A street urchin stood peering into the
window of a toyshop one evening just be
fore Christmas watching a prosperous
father buying presents. Bigger and bigger
the boy’s eyes grew as the purchasing went
on. Finally, when it was all over and the
man left tho store, the lad sidled up to
him and with great diffidence asked:
“ Wuzall them things you bought fer
one boy, mister?”
“ Why, yes, certainly,” said the man
impatiently as ho turned away with tho
bundles under his arms.
The street boy’s eyes grow bigger yet.
“ Gee whiz!” he whispered under his
breath. “ Rich men’s boys must wear
awful big stockings!”

b a b y ’ s h ig h c h a ir

should also have a thick pad for back and
seat, as the willow or wood is rather try
ing to their tender little bodies. Make
the chair comfortable and baby will re
ward you by being contented to sit there
a long time. Babies’ feet should never be
left dangling, if they cannot reach the
foot-bar, fasten a strip of wood higher up
on the chair.
E l iz a b e t h .

3
t e a

r o l l s

.

Scald one quart of sweet milk, add a
piece of butter half size of an egg, melted
in the milk, set aside until cool as new
milk, add half yeast cake,‘stir in flour to
make a smooth thick batter, set to rise
until light, then add flour enough to knead,
cut in squares, turn over one half, butter
between, set to rise until pan is full, bake
ten minutes in quick oven.
M rs. H . M . S m it h .
Post-Christmas “ Lines.”
[A fter Stephen Crane.]
It was the m orning after Christmas and the
boy was breaking toys.
I begged him to desist and come out into the
sunshine,
But he—he w rinkled his face. A nd he cried,
“ No, I w ill not com e!”
And he continued his w ork o f destruction.

Leave your orders for Job Printing at
this office, and get satisfaction.

C a rria g e s!
O F A L L K 0N D 8?
A t Prices w h ic h you Cam
Afford to Buy.

The M h y Drop-Axle buggy, and
Other Well Known Styles.

Call at Ross’ Livery Stable, Phil
lips, or write to

P H IL L IP S ,

M .H M L .

New

B la c k s m ith
S h o p ,

Walker M i n
Having purchased the business and good-will
o f A. E. BLODGETT, the subscribers resp ect
fully announce that they are prepared to do

Genera! BSacksmithing

& Carriage ^epasring.
Mr. W alker has had over 15 years’ experience*
as a blacksmith and Mr. Lufkin has been a
wood-w orker for many years, and both thor
oughly understand their business,
W e respectfully solicit a share o f patronage.

L. W alker,

E. C . Lu fk in ,

B lodgett’s Old Shop, N ext Door to Steam Mill.
R A N G E LE Y . MAINE.

E S T A B L IS H E D , 1863.

HBNRY

A-RJLMS,

D ea ler In

Foreign and American
Marble and Granite
M o n u m e n ts ,

Headstones,
Tablets, Curbing, Etc.,
T E M P LE, M A IN E.

Peck at first meant a basket or recep
The best Printing for the least money, tacle for grain or other substances. The
ne
expression at first had no referenco to size. A t Rangeley Lakes Printing Office.
at R a n g e l e y L a k e s office.

Job Printing
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H A R R Y P. DILL
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E n t e r e d a t th e R a n g e l e y { M a i n e ) P o st-O ffice,
a s S e c o n d C la ss M a t t e r .

S U B S C R IP T IO N

P R I C E , ® 1 .0 0 P e r Y e a r

In A d van ce.

D evoted to the In terests o f the W hole
R a n g eley l a k e s R eg ion .

A D V E R T I S I N G R a t e s R e a s o n a b le , a n d w i l l
b e m a d e l a i o w a o n a p p li c a t i o n .

he can raise two perfect cabbage heads on
a single stock! Anyway, he will not give
up the attempt till he is convinced that it
cannot be done, as he expresses it, “ Don’t
never try, don’t never know.”
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T H E R A N G E L E Y R E G IO N !

These Camps are new and warm, easy o f access,
and in good hunting territory. Visitors will be assured
o f good sport for either large or small game.
Quimby Lake is a beautiful spot, but six miles from
Rangeley, with a good road direct to the camps, no
tiresome buckboarding. Round Pond, Dodge Pond,
and the K ennebago Stream, all famous Hunting
Grounds, are but tw o miles distant.

’ T W iXT YOU AND ME.

This Jingo is now a Jumbo.
If the warm spell had lasted much longer
we would have had a fresh crop of spring
poets.
England will know more about the Mon
roe doctrine than she did.— Lewiston S u n .
She knows all about it now, but she may
admit more later on.

O A K E S & SCOTT,
F ’ r o p i 'i e t o i '& s ,

RANGELEY,

The Republican Congress is between the
devil and the deep sea.— L e w i s t o n S u n .
That is, Cleveland and the minority in
Congress, but which is which Mr. Sun.

-

-

-

M AIN E.

F O R E S T C A M P S , LO O N L A K E ,
R A N G E L E Y , M A IN E .

Address all communications to

In the estimate of the State assessors
R a n g e l e y L a k e s , Rangeley, Maine. Franklin County is credited with owning
250 bicycles. What in the world do they
R a n g e l e y , M e ., T h u r s d a y , D ec . 26, 1895. call the other 600 (at least) machines that
are being ridden?
Hadn’t the New' Year better be opened
with the formation of a Board of Trade?
Just stop and think what benefits can be
derived from united action.
A Rumford Palls jeweller is receiving
many orders from various parts of the
county for rings m&de from Byron gold
and Mt. Mica tourmalines.
Shooting and Pishing, in its Christmas
dress, is a beautiful number, well filled
with interesting sketches and finely
printed half tones. Quite a portion re
lates to Maine.
A t Cripple Ci’eek, the scene of great
mining excitement in Colorado at the
present time, geologists and miners are
wonderstruck. It has been an accepted
theory that gold is never found in granite
formation and as this is the rock at Crip
ple Creek, geologists refused to heed the
appeals of the explorers to go there and
look at the outcrop. But the gold was
there and in spite of all arguments and
theories it was found in the granite ledge.
Maine, or this section of it, is a granite
formation. All through North Franklin
and Oxford counties gold has been known
to exist in small particles and although
search for the gold bearing rock has been
carried on for years, the ledge from which
it must come has never been found. May
it not be a second Cripple Creek in its
hiding?
New Theory in Growing Potatoes.

Mr. James Snowman has, for some year’s
been experimenting in tha potato line. He
tells R a n g e l e y L a k e s that leaving pota
toes in the ground through the winter and
letting them come up in the spring will re
new them. This he has tried several times
and knows it to be true. Last spring he
planted potatoes that had been left undug
through the winter, and finished out the
piece with the same kind of potatoes that
were dug the previous fall, all planted
within two hours of each other. When the
fall dug potatoes were just coming out of
the ground, the others were six inches high,
and they continued two weeks ahead of
the others all summer. They did not de
cay a quarter as bad and the yield was
nearly double.
This is a very important innovation on
old methods and it will be well for all po
tato growers to give it a trial. The va
rieties he is using are Early Rose and
Early Star.
For next season he is trying another ex
periment. On the 20th of October last he
planted a few rows of potatoes, the result
he will give to our readers when known.
Mr. Snowman does not confine his tests
to potatoes alone, for he is hoping not
only to equal but to surpass the person
who makes “ two blades of grass grow
where only one grew before,” his previous
success in trying leads him to believe that

A Brooklyn judge has decided that
a bicycle is a “vehicle,” and that if a man
leaves his wheel standing in the gutter, he
can collect damages from the teamster
who runs over it. So it is necessary to be
a vehicle in order to get damages.
This is the way that a Brooklyn p'aper
sits on the new woman of the glad future:
“ Maria,” said the husband of the new
woman at the breakfast table, “ the next
time you come home late from the lodge
and put your bloomers to bed and hang
yourself over the back of the chair all
night, I ’ll go straight home to papa,
there, i’
The Railroad Commissioners say this in
their last report: The Rumford Falls and
Rangeley Lakes railroad extends from
Rumford Falls to a point on the Rangeley lakes known as Bemis Station. It is
practically an extension of the Portland
and Rumford Falls railway and is now
operated as far as the station known as
Houghton’s, a distance of eighteen miles.
This part of the line is very well built,
with a good road-bed and track, well
ballasted, in good line and surface, and
rides remarkably well for a new line. The
steel bridge over the Androscoggin river
at Rumford Falls is a first-class modern
structure; the trestle of wood is well built
and in the best condition. The bridges on
the line are of wood, of good design, well
built, with a good margin of safety. A t
present it is being operated by the
Portland and Rumford Falls railway,
which furnishes all the equipment. The
track is laid to a point about six miles
beyond Houghton’s, and it is the inten
tion of the company to finish it to Bemis
stream, to be ready for operation quite
early in the season of 1896.
Smallburg.

There was a meeting in the school house
Monday evening.
Bartie Smalley went to Rockland Mon
day.
The number of persons baptized at this
place was three; Mrs. Maggie Gillchrest,
Mrs. Maud Smalley and Mr. Llewellyn
Smalley.
Eugene P. Smalley and his wife returned
home from Rockland Tuesday.
Samuel Wade finished work for Aaron
I-I. Smalley Tuesday.
Bart K. Smalley went to Thomaston
Tuesday.
Adelbert M. Smalley went to Rockland
Tuesday.
Llewellyn Smalley went to Union Wed
nesday.
Mrs. E. H. Thomas hasy finished work
for Bartie Smalley.
Miss Bessie Burton of Seal Harbor is
stopping with her friend, Miss Gertie Tay
lor for a few days.
Fred Smalley went to Rockland Wed
nesday.
Ernest Mitchell went to So. Thomaston
Wednesday.
Nothing small about that correspond
ent.

M O O SE ,
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C A R IB O U ,
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DEER,
AND
B IR D

S H O O T IN G .

T QON LA K E , situated five miles from Rangeley, on the Kennebago road, is one o f the
best sporting resorts in Maine, and at the same
time the surroundings and provisions for the
com fort o f guests make it exceptionally popu
lar with parties w ho wish to take their fami
lies from the city during the hot weather. Mail
is received at Forest Camps, daily. Our guests
have the advantage o f a good carriage road
for three miles o f the distance from Rangeley
Village to our camps. Those w ho would en joy
the walk for a part o f the distance over the i
road through the woods can take a carriage at
Rangeley .for the first three miles and en joy
that recreation for the last tw o. Boats and
Guides furnished. Open from May 1st to Jan.
1st. For terms address, R. S. Y o r k , Rangeley.

THE
HOME
OF
THE
G A M IE S T
TROUT.

R . S. Y O R K & J . F . O A K E S , P r o p r i e t o r s .
A WIERD CAVEA Rangeley Man Who Found the Cave of

Capt. Kidd.

Way down east in the bay of Fundy, is
a cluster of islands known as the Grand
Manan. The first one is twenty-one miles
long and lies nine miles from this State;
then comes Wood island, Green island,
Pumpkin island, White Horse, Three
islands and many others, but the one I
wish to write about is called The Two
island supposed to be the island where
Robert Kidd, the Pirate, hid his treasures.
This island is three miles long, by one
wide, covered with a thick growth of
birch and spruce. On the south west side
the bank is very high, with here and there
a cove so a man could pass up and down
the bank. In 1859 I stood on this bank
and gazed out on the broad Atlantic. I
could see here and there a ship as it
plowed its way past this lonely isle where
the gulls and the wild duck make their
home, and the bald eagle sits on the crag,
ready to dart on its prey as they come
near. But I was going to tell you about
Kidd’s cave. Where I stood the bank was
two hundred feet high with a beach at the
bottom, the beach is about one hundred
feet wide, with a cliff on each side that
reaches down to the water. Down this
cliff I made my way foot by foot, till I
stood on the beach, then turning to the
right 1 walked up to the bank. Here I
found a hole three feet wide by three and
a half feet high. Down on my hands and
knees I went and crawled six or seven feet
into this dark place, it was so dark I could
not see six inches in front of me. I took a
candle and matches from my pocket which
I carried with me for that purpose. Soon
I had a light. Think of my surprise when
I found myself in a room nearly fifteen by
thirty feet in size. On my right the rock
rose up fifteen feet high then forming an
arch over head, while on my left was a
shelf that ran eight or ten feet, then mak
ing a turn it joined the arch. The floor was
sand, with here and there a bone partly
covered with a green moss or mould which
had formed on them. I think they were
leg or arm bones of persons who had
perished in that cave where day-light
could not find its way. My candle was
nearly burned out. I had looked the cave

all over and had not found Robert Kidd
but I found his name cut in solid stone on
my right. My candle went out and as I
made my way from the cave into the light
of sun. I was glad that Robert Kidd had
long ago been captured. Making my way
up the cliff I once more stood on the
bank. The sun was fast sinking in the
western sky as I made my way to the east
side of the isle, found my boat and crossed
over to Wood island where I found food
and shelter for the night.
W. W.
Rangeley Dec. 7. 1895.
The “ Gore” or Letter E.

Mrs. Lavina Harden, of Phillips, in
speaking of old times in Letter E. also
known as the Gore, says when her father’s
family first moved there they had to fol
low a spotted line from Phillips. Her
father had an idea that the place was to
grow and become one of the largest towns
in the State. To-day there is not a%
family living in Letter E. The reason of
the final exodus was that the Rumford
Falls Co. have bought all the wild land
and to get rid of school a,nd highway
taxes have bought out all the settlers.
Among the old settlers, Mrs. Harden re
members one by the name of Ezra Carlton,
an old soldier, who went back to the ex
treme limits of the township to live.
They had to carry their grain to Farm
ington to mill. She remembers several
cold seasons when they lost their corn
and the people suffered much such years.
Railroad News.

The Sandy River railroad before begin
ning the work of filling the trestles along
its line, thought to let the quarrying of
the granite. The best offers they could
get were near 83.00 per yard. They hired
the men themselves and so far have got
out 800 yards at a cost of 8600. Supt.
Beal says they arc very much pleased
with the saving.
Redington Notes.

A ll are waiting for the mill to start.
Very little lumber is being sent from
this place just now.
The planing mill has got a new whistle,
it is a deep toned one and much resembles
a steamer whistle. It was manufactured
by some of the help from the old one.
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J. E. Haley and wife were at Greenvale,
Did you hear the ice snap Wednesday
J e s ’ ’ F ore C h r istm a s.
Tuesday.
evening?
I
Father calls me William, sister calls me Will,
John Oakes, from Dead River Station, Mother calls me W illie—but the fellers call me
Alonzo Dill and Axel Tibbetts came out
S o c ie ty N otes, R an geley.
was in town Monday.
Saturday, Jan. 4. Regular m eeting Rangeley from Kennebago, Monday
Bill!
Commandery N o. 408, Order o f the Golden
A. B. Dolbear, of Farmington, was in Mighty glad I ain’t a girl—ruther be a boy
J. A- Russell went to Portland Monday,
Cross. M eet in Church Vestry.
W ithout them sashes, curls an’ things that's
town Tuesday to buy fur.
he will be absent till after Christmas.
W ednesday p. m.. Jan. 1, Regular meeting
Avorn by Fauntleroy.
Friday
and
Saturday
was
occupied
by
There
is
to
be
a
New
Years
Ball
at
Fur
W . C. T. U., at the Library.
L ove to chawnk green apples an’ go swimmin’
some of our toAvnsmen in playing croquet.
bish Hall, supper at Simon Oakes house.
in the lake—
Rev. A. J. Wheeler, of Concord, N. H., H ate to take the castor-ile they give for belly
S o c ie ty N otes, P h illip s.
Charles Hinkiey, of Sandy River Planta
ache!
Monday, Jan. 13, Regular meeting Mt. Abram tion, has moved to Phillips for the winter. a v e r y interesting temperance speaker, is
Most all the time the rvhole year round there
Lodge, N o. (35, A . O. U. W . Hall in Bates
Mr. Greene says his men at the Green- expected in Rangeley sometime in Jan
ain’t no flies on me,
Block.
vale camp are cutting about 20,000 feet per uary.
But je s ’ 'fore Christmas I ’m as good as I kin be!
Tuesday, D ec. 31, Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O.
Ed
Grant
and
Rufe
Crosby
caught
while
day.
O. F „ No. 93. Hall, Beal Block.
II
Wednesday, Jan’y 1, Regular Communicaion,
The second logging camp at Greenvale at Seven Ponds, 1 mink, 1 fisher, 6 skunks, Got a yeller dog named Sport—sick 'im on the
Blue Mountain Lodge, N o. 67, F. & A . M., was to have been opened the first of the and 50 sable. They say they are to have
cat:
a bear in the spring.
at Masonic Hall.
First thing sh e knoAvs she doesn’t know where
week.
Thursday. Jan. 3. Regular meeting Cushman
she is at!
Andrew Bubier, a well known resident
C. A. Campbell’s oldest son died Mon
Post, No. 87, G. A . R., at Grange Hall, at
Got a clipper-sled, an’ when us kids goes out
day night. The family lives near Dead of this section died this Aveek in Dallas
7.30 P. M.
to slide
Plantation. Being a town charge, it is
Thursday Jan. 3, Regular m eeting W om an’s River Station.
'Long com es the grocery cart, an we all hook
understood
the
body
is
to
be
sent
to
the
Relief Corps at Grange Hall. 6.30 P. M.
a ride!
The shortest day of the year has passed.
Medical School at Brunswick.
Saturday, D ec. 28, North Franklin Grange, No.
But, sometimes Avhen the grocery man is w or
It was Sunday, now we have one minute
186, Patrons o f Husbandry, at Grange Hall.
rited an cross;
Mr. Sylvester B. Thompson, of South
more of sunlight.
E lection.
Jacksonville, Florida, formerly of this He reaches at me with his Avkip and larrups up
Mr.
Hinkiey
has
been
hauling
ice
into
the
Saturday, D ec. 28, Regular meeting Phillips
his hoss;
place is to receive a very nice NeAv Years’
Commandery, N o. 402, Order o f the Gold ice house located at the rear end of the
A n ’ then I laff an holler, “ Oh, ye never teched
present
from
his
mother,
Mrs.
Lucy
P.
en Cross. Bates Hall. Election.
printing office building.
m e !”
Thompson. It is R a n g e l e y L akes for a
Isaac Ellis and Lyman Moores have re year. It is doubtful if a more desirable But j es’ 'fore Christmas I ’m as good as I kin b e .
III
turned from Bemis, where they have been gift could have been sent him. He has
Gran’ma says she hopes that when I git t o be
engaged on the railroad.
been in Florida for 15 years, Avas here on a
a man.
Our makeup is somewhat changed with visit in Sept. 1S94, Avith his wife and tAvo I ’ll be a missionerer like her oldest brother
Natt Ellis is in Strickland for a short
this issue but you will find the usual good children.
time.
Dan.
As Avas et up by the cannib’ls that lives in
Wm. H. McKeen is in Phillips for a few reading within the cover.
C eylon’s isle.
An Indian Stew.
Quite a lot of ice will be harvested from
days.
W here every prospeck pleases an’ only man is
S om e y ea rs a g o Avhile the Aressel t h a t I
Wm. Lamb is going into the woods to Rangeley Lake and Haley Pond this sea
vile!
son. Already operations have been car belon g ed to Avas h auled up fo r rep a irs on But gran’ma she had never been to see a
work.
ried on.
on e o f the d o w n e a st islan d s, n o t h a v in g
W ild W est Show.
Marcell Skofield, of Phillips, was in
The attention of the Grand Army men m uch to d o, on e p lea sa n t m orn in g , in the Or read the life uv Daniel Boone, or else I
town last week.
guess she’d knorv
m o n th o f June, I t o o k m y gun an d s ta r te d
Hon. Joel Wilbur has had ice put in at of this place is called to an item in the o u t in search o f ducks, w h ich are That Buffalo Bill an’ coAvboys is good enough
Phillips column. They are particularly
Camp Chateauguay.
f'r me—
fou n d in ab u n d an ce a b o u t the sea sh ore.
desired to be present.
E x ce p ’ je s ’ fore Christmas. Avhen I ’m good as
Miss Maggie Hinkiey is teaching school
W h en I h a d w a lk ed h a lf-a -m ile o r m ore,
Through an error last week only half of
I ken be!
in Kangeley Plantation.
I cam e o u t on w h a t is ca lled M o n e y C ov e
IV
Eugene Field’s poem, “ Jest ’Fore Christ
There will be no week-day meeting in the mas” w'as published. The whole is given bea ch . H ere I cam e fa ce t o fa ce w it h six Then o l’ Spot he hangs around, so solium like
in
d
ian
s
Avith
th
eir
sq
u
a
w
s
a
n
d
p
a
p
p
o
o
se
s
Quimby district this week.
an’ still—
this week and will amuse you very much.
a ll equ ip p ed w ith th eir b o w s an d arroAVs. His eyes they keep a-sayin’: “ W hat's er
Mrs. John Russell and the little ones are
A. E. Blodgett returned home from Phil On seeing m e th eir lead er cam e fo r w a r d
matter, little Bill?”
in Phillips over Christmas.
lips, Saturday. We learn that he is con and offered his h a n d as a tok en o f frien d  The ca t she sneaks dow n off her perch, aThe ‘‘thaw” of last week, started the templating accepting a position which has
wondering w hat’s b ecom e
ship, h e s a id th ey h a d s ta r te d o u t t o find
skaters for the ice on the lake.
been tendered him by Mr. Greene at Red- som eth in g t o m ake a stetv fo r d in n er and Uv them tAvo enem ies uv hern that used t o
make things hum!
Kimball & Bowley’s teams returned last ington.
in v ite d me t o jo in them . B e in g someAvhat
week after attempting to go down the lake
G. W. Morris, of Portland, Ayas in town a cq u a in ted w it h him , I g la d ly accep ted But I am so perlite an’ stick so earnest like to
biz,
on the ice.
over Sunday. Mr. Morris is looking after the in v it a t io n . M a k in g o u r w a y t o the
That m other sez to father: “ H ow improved
advertising
for
his
new
book
“
The
Woods,
Master Sherman Hoar has been seri
side o f a h ill w h ere th e trees w ere s h o r t an d
our Willie is!”
ously ill with pneumonia. Dr. Currier is Lakes, Mountains and Sea Shore” which thick, Ave p a rted , the lead er an d m yself But father havin’ been a boy hisself, suspi
he claims will be the finest book, of its g o in g to g e th e r. F o r t w o h o u rs the hunt
the attendant physician.
cions me,
Ed. Grant and Rufe Crosby arrived in class, yet issued for our State’s attrac w a s k ep t up, n o w an d then the Avoods W hen je s ’ ’ fore Christmas. I ’m good as I kin
be!
e c h oin g Avith a w a r h o o p Avhen th ey
Kangeley last Thursday. They have been tion.
V
Kempton, Furbish & Butler have just ha d k illed a n y th in g , an d a t the end o f F or Christmas with its lots an’ lots o f candies
at Seven Ponds several weeks.
th
a
t
tim
e
the
ch
ief
called
them
to
g
e
th
e
r
cakes and toys,
Mrs. Lucy P. Thompson is again at bought new matcher heads, known as the
home (at G. M. Esty’s), having returned Ettinger patent. It is so simple that a and Ave a ll s ta r te d fo r th eir ca m p , w h ich W us made, they say, f ’r proper kids, and not
f ’r naughty boys!
from Mr. Marble’s where she has been en change from matching a quarter inch Avas situ a te d in a litt le green c o v e Avhere
tongue on an inch board can be instantly a b r o o k ra n in t o it. H ere a t a Avord from So Avash yer fa ce, and bresh yer hair, and
gaged as coolc.
mind your p ’s an’ q ’s,
changed so as to match with a half inch th eir chief, each b r o u g h t fo r t h his gam e,
The Christmas festival is to bo at the
Avhich c o n sisto d o f ch ip p in g sp a rrotv s, A n ’ d on’t bust out your pantaloons, an’ d on’t
tongue on a two inch plank.
Avear out shoes;
Church, Wednesday evening, instead of
A S mart O ia> L ady .— Mrs. E. G. Ross chickens an d w o o d p e c k e r s , six red sq u ir Say yessum to the ladies, and yessir to the
Christmas eve, as was auounced in these
rels
an
d
on
e
r
a
b
b
it.
T
hese
w
ere
a
ll
dressed,
of Rangeley, on the tenth day of Decem
men,
columns last week.
a fter a fa sh ion , an d all c h o p p e d in t o fine A n’ Avhen t h e y ’s com pany d on’t pass y er plate
Mrs. Grace Whorff and son Carl, from ber, spun seven and a half skeins of yarn. pieces an d p u t in t o a k e ttle , h u n g o v e r the
f ’r pie again;
the Mooselookmeguntic House, are spend On the seventeenth of December she was fire and b oiled fo r h a lf an h ou r. Then a But. thinkin’ uv the things you’d like to see
seventy-one
years
old.
Can
any
other
old
ing the Holidays with her parents, Mr.
upon that tree
lady beat that? If so, let us know through cu p o f flou r w a s ad d ed an d stirred in and
and Mrs. Wm. H. McKeen.
b o ile d fo r five m inutes Avhen it Avas re a d y J es’ fore Christmas be as good as you can be!
R angeley L a k e s.
W. W.
— E u g e n e F ie ld .
fo r the fea st. I t w a s then taken o ff, set
Miss Clara Hinkiey has been home from
The work goes steadily on at the Range- on th e g r a ss an d a ll form ed a r in g a rou n d
Farmington, visiting her parents. She is
the k e ttle, som e Avith s p o o n s an d som e
Kingfield.
G. D: Hinkley’s daughter. Miss Hinkiey Icy Lake House, the piazza floors are laid w it h k n ives an d in fiv e m in u tes the In d ia n
and
painted;
the
enlarged
office
is
being
SteAv
w
a
s
g
on
e.
B
id
d
in
g
m
y
red
friends
Mrs.
John
Winter
who has been ill for
returned to Farmington Saturday.
plastered; the lower sash of the windows g o o d b y e I s ta r te d fo r m y \mssel w h ere I
Landlord Marble and Furbish, Butler & is being replaced by single squares. A a rrived in g o o d tim e fo r dinner, b u t I several vyeeks died at her home in Kingfiled, on Wednesday. She was the mother
Oakes have put in about 2000 cakes of ice new fireplace is to be built in the office. never f o r g o t th a t In d ia n S te w . W. W.
of Mrs. Dr. Russell of Farmington, Mrs.
from Haley Pond. This is for refrigerator The stairway to the basement is changed
Faust of Boston and Mr. George Winter,
[Special to R an geley L akes ] .
use. Mr. Marble will cut from the lake for to the right of the hallway leading to the
drinking purposes.
F ar m ing to n Dec. 16. 1895.— Col. Robin who married Miss Lena Havvkes of Phil
dining room. A check room of what was
lips. Mrs. Winter Avill be greatly missed
The sales of Christmas goods have been the old dining room is being so arranged. son, of Phillips, was in toAvn yesterday
and it is rumored that he endeaATored to by all who knew her.
very large in all the stores. There are a
Mr. C. W. Betts, with his crew of men,
few left that the dealers had rather sell is putting the sidewalk on the Rumford see one of the Gubernatorial candidates
Phillips.
than carry over, and you had better take Falls & Rangeley Lakes railroad bridge relatiAre to a position on his staff. Which
The following officers were elected, Sat
one cannot be learned, but the Colonel is
a look at them once more.
across the Androscoggin river. Mr. Betts
urday evening, for the Order of the Golden
E. B. (E.) N.
Mrs. C. W. Barrett has been construct is doing a thorough job. This walk will a Republican.
Cross: B. C. Powers, N. C.; Mrs. Sarah
ing some very natty Christmas tokens. be four feet wide, constructed outside the
Wells, V. C.; Mrs. Mary C. Cushman,
Redington.
Lucky is the lady who will receive the frame of the railroad bridge, with a stair
Albert S. Pratt, of Brunswick, sales P. N. C.; Joseph S. Grot’er, F. K. R .;
combination of handkerchief, glove and at the north end descending 33 feet per
Mrs. Mary Dill, Sec.; Harrison Harnden,
jewelry receptacles she has made.
pendicular. Mr. Betts has just finished a man for Sam’l Kidder, mill supplies, Bos T .; Mrs. Ansel Dill, Steward; Mi's. Addie
ton,
made
a
hasty
vdsit
to
this
place
Mon
fine
turn-table
at
Houghton
Junction
on
Mr. McKeen, the barber, received sad
True, Herald; W. B. Hoyt, 1. G.; W. S.
news from Strong, last Thursday night. It the R, F. & R. L. railroad, has also done day. He returned on a handcar in the Badger, O. G. There will be a’ special
evening
as
far
as
Sander’s
Station,
and
was to the effect that his father was very all the wood work on Houghton 1Branch
meeting this (Thursday) night for initia
ill, and that he had better go to see him and on the main line as far as Bemis by team from there to Phillips, in season tion.
to
catch
the
morning
train.
at once. On arriving at Strong, Mr. M. Crossing. Mr. Betts is well known about
“ Nothing new,” is the report at Redfound his father much improved, and he here from his connection with the Phillips
Leave your orders for Job Printing at
ington. “ but Ave Avant to see snoAv.”
& Rangeley road.
this office, and get satisfaction.
returned home on the night train.
AMONG THE ORDERS.
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Possible War With Great B ritain.—Prince
ton College Boys “ E ntertained” By
Fair W ashington Girls.
“ GHOST HUNTING” FAD —OTHER GOSSIP
[S pecial correspondence o f R an geley L akes ] .

lavish entertainments for the near future.
That is just what society is hungering for.
Paderewski came to town this week,
and gave a public concert, but he didn’t
play for the Leiters, and the gossips have
been trying to learn why. It is said that
the negotiations were suddenly broken off
after a partial engagement had been made,
because of the unreasonable exactions
which Paderewski continued to make.
Papa Leiter is willing to pay big prices
when he wants anything, but his Chicago
business training makes him draw the
line very quickly when he thinks anybody
is trying to impose on his liberality.
The very latest society fad is ghost hunt
ing. The requisites for the game are a
dark night, a vacant house, the bigger and
gloomier the better, and a party of young
people, including of course, a married
chaperon. Should you happen to pass one
of these houses while a ghost-hunt is in
progress, as I did, you would be apt to
think that a new private insane asylum
had been established, or that the house
really had a troop of noisy ghosts inside.
Such shrieks, and “ Oh’s” may be caused
entirely by the expectation of seeing
ghosts, but a young fellow who knows
says it’s squeezing that causes the shrieks
and kissing the “ oh’s.” If he’s right ghost
hunting is likely to grow in popularity—
with young men. anyway.

W a s h i n g t o n , D. C., Dec. 24, (Special).—
Thursday will be the red letter day of
the present social season at the White
House. With two exceptions, the New
Year’s official reception and a reception
by Mrs. Cleveland on Saturday, Feb. 1, all
of the official functions of the season will
occur on Thursdays. The programme is
as follows: January 2nd, Cabinet dinner;
9th Diplomatic reception; 16th Diplo
matic dinner; 23rd Congressional and judi
cial reception; 30th Supreme Court dinner;
February 6 th Army, Navy and Marine
Corps reception: 13th Public reception.
Secretary Herbert is in New York, to
meet Miss Herbert who is expected to re
turn on one of the European steamers due
there to-day. In the event of President
Cleveland’s message on the Monroe doc
trine leading to a war with Great Britain,
which many people consider probable,
Secretary Herbert as the head of the
branch of the government that will do the
most fighting will at once become the
most prominent member of tljp cabinet.
B o r r o w e d f r o m “ C o s y C o r n e r .''
Speaking of the probability of a war
Hygienic Buckwheat Cakes.
with Great Britain, it is worth noting
One pint buckwheat flour,
pint corn
that some of the most warlike talk that meal, graham or whole wheat flour, as
has been heard since the President’s spe preferred: 1 pint warm water, % pint
cial message went to Congress has come liquid yeast or % oz. compressed or other
from society women. Some of them are solid yeast, dissolved in 2 tablespoonfuls
apparently more bloodthirsty than ai*e warm water; 1 tablespoonful salt. Mix
the young naval officers who are itching these ingredients thoroughly at noon the
for glory, promotion and the adulation day before the cakes are wanted, using an
always accorded to heroes. One prominent earthen vessel,— never a metal one unless
society woman who is not connected with granite or porcelain lined. Clean the
the navy either by family or love ties, said: smears of bapfeer from the sides of the ves
“ Why a war with England is just what is sel, cover and set away in a moderately
needed to stir up Washington society. warm place. Next morning when ready
Think of how much it would give us to to bake the cakes, stir the batter down
talk about, and of the brightening effect gently and take from it a generous quai’of brass buttons and gold lace upon our ter of a pint to be used in place of other
sometimes too sombre gatherings; and yeast to start cakes the next day. Cover
think of the opportunity it would give to and put in a cool place, where it will not
men to become heroes of song and story freeze. To the rest of the batter, add 1
who would otherwise die in the obscurity tablespoonful New Orleans molasses and
in which they are now fretting away their K teaspoonful soda dissolved in a little
lives.” This is no new view for those who water. As some like these cakes thinner
have never seen any other side of war than than do others, water may be stirred in
that represented by brass buttons, gold with the soda and molasses, remembering
lace and glory. It would doubtless be a that a little wetting thins a good deal,
very enjoyable thing for that portion of and that the quality of thecakes is injured
Washington society which would neither if flour has to be added to this stage. All
light nor send fathers, husbands, sons or the batter should be used; it is the left
brothers to fight, but for the fighters and overs that ferment too much and com
their families it would be another story monly cause the indigestibility of these
entirely, unless it should differ from all cakes. The measures are enough for a
other wars.
family of four or five, and one can soon
It isn’t surprising that the boys of learn to gauge the quantity to the family
Princeton College like to come to Wash so that there will be no waste.
ington. The orange and black always
A few points about baking. When fill
find the doors of some of our most hospit ing the griddle, dip the batter from the
able entertainers open to them. They side of the vessel farthest from the grid
came this week, saw and conquered, as dle, otherwise there will be a trail of the
usual. It is certain that the half hundred side of the vessels onto the stove and
students who accompanied the Glee Club griddle. A graser should be used, instead
saw more of the buds of society during of putting the fat on the griddle in bits
their one day’s stay in town than the with a knife. This may be a piece of
same number of the most popular men in bacon or salt pork on a fork, or a swab of
society could see in a month. Among the muslin tied to a small stick or fork.
entertainments given in their honor was a Handy greasers may be had very cheaply
tea by Mrs. Beriah Wilkins, which seemed at the house furnishing shops. Only
to be attended by all of the youngest and enough grease should be used to make the
prettiest girls in society, and dinners by cakes turn nicely. The griddle should be
Miss May Keyworth Barbour, and the wiped free from spatters of batter and
Misses Mattingly; and after the Glee Club grease after each baking. This may be
concert Miss Cassell gave them a dance, done neatly with a piece of manilla, not
which the boys would have liked to have newspaper, which should be burned when
kept up all night, but they had to catch a the cakes for the meal are all baked. If
train. An old bachelor who was allowed these directions are followed the disagree
to get a glimpse of one of these entertain able and unliealthful smoke and flavor
ments says he would like to know why it from burned grease may be avoided.
itf that the girls from whom he can only These cakes may be continued from day to
extract monosyllables are regular talking day indefinitely, without the addition of
machines when they are with Princeton new yeast, provided the fourth of a pint
students.
of batter is kept over in good condition
The Brice mansion is again open. Mrs. for each day’s mixing.
Brice and the Misses Brice returned from
New York this week, and already there
Poor Printing is most expensive at any
arc hints that they are planning some ! price. True as gospel.

Look Out For Them.

Last August two very plausable young
men came to Phillips and canvassed it for
crayon portraits. They asked no money
and none was to be paid unless the work
was satisfactory, as they were only tak
ing a few orders for advertising. A few
accepted the offers and furnished the
picture to be enlarged. Soon after, a
third party appeared, and explained that
it was necessary for them to pay a dollar
to insure good faith, or something of the
sort. They all paid it. Then came the
picture by express, C. O. D., for a good
sum, and no privilege of examination.
They all kicked and refused to pay. Mr.
Wetherbee wrote the office from which
they had been sent and explained matters
and received permission to let the crayons
be seen. One look was enough, no one
wished any further connection with the
“caricatures,” but each one did wish to
obtain the photograph they had given to
be copied, and which was tucked in one
corner of the frame, that was supposed to
be a true likeness. This the Express
Agent had no authority to surrender, but
one excited citizen said a man was en
titled to his own property wherever he
found it, and coolly transferred it to his
pocket. The others wish they had done
the same thing. It isn’t safe to trust in
unknown parties, and in most towns there
are dealers who will secure you a firstclass crayon portrait, through whom you
run no risk.
R a n g e l e y L a k e s to new subscribers
from now till January 1st, 1897 for one
dallar. The sooner you subscribe the more
y ou get!
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Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained and all T’
ent business conducted for M oderate I'e. ' s .
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O ur O f f i c e i s O p p o s i t e U. g . P a t e n t Or: '
and we can secure patent in less time than ia....,
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing or photo., with descrip •
Jtion. We advise, if patentable or not, f. e o.
? charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
,
? A P w ph l e t , “ How to O btain Patents,” with •
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CAN I OBTAIN A

PATENT?

Fora

rompt answer and an hones: opinion, wiito to
S
ilJNN d eC O ., who have laid nearly fifty years’
experience in the patent business. Communica

tions strictly confidential. A IInm ihn ok of In
formation concerning P aten ts and how to ob
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan
ical and scientific books sent free.
Patents taken through Mnnn # Co. receive
special notice in the Scientific. A*»'os’icn n . and
thus are brought widely before the public with
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper.
Issued weekly, elegantly ulusiraled. has by far the
largest circulation of any scientific work in the
world. S3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, fd.50a year. Single
copies, “2 5 cents. Kvery number contains beau
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
latest designs and secure contracts. Add re**
MUNN & CO.. N i:v.' Y o n ; , 3 C l B t .c .u y.v . y .

RANGELEY LAKES.
W ritten for Rangeley L akes :
C h r is tm a s -T id e .
Christmas-tide has com e again,
Mortals join the happy strain;
Angels sing the sw eet refrain;
‘P e a ce on earth, good-will to m en.”

A Moose H u n t i a M aine.
From “ Outing.”

[R is in g , “ bu t th ey sit up w ith each oth er
|w hen t h e y ’ re sick, an d are g o o d t o the

NO C A N A D IA N

IN V A S IO N !

Some very smart hunters, or some very poor and look after the widows and or
Preparations fo r Defense Being
imaginative writers, from New York, visit phans.”
Made on th e Canadian
Maine for sport, and from their successes
“ But isn’t there a lot of work about it
F ro n tier!
with the “ moose-call” and rifle, there can John!” inquired Mas. Rising.
Sing the story o ’er and o ’er,
be no doubt but what another year will
“ That depends upon how high you go
[S pecial to Rangeley Lakes],
Till it reach earth's farthest shore,
again find them on the war path. It reads Em 'ly.”
Sing as angels sang before.
"W ill you go up very high?”
like this;
S e ven P ond C am ps , Dec. 24.
"P e a ce and good-will,” everm ore.
“ We started about 3 o’clock for a large
“ That depends Em’ly upon circumstan
Ed. Grant, as the direct representative
L et the past be all forgiven.
of General Washington, in the line of
barren, a mile or more away. Just as we ces,” Mr. Rising answered.
Bind the hearts by sorrow riven;
“ Well, it seems to me, John, you’d bet truthfulness, has begun making stockades,
struck the opening of the trail to the lit
Tell those who with sin have striven,
tle lake, we saw on the opposite shore a ter not try to go very high. You might palisades and lemonades to repel the ex
P e a ce and good-will com e from Heaven.
bull moose. His antlers flashed in the loose yonr head, you know, Mrs. Rising pected invasion from Canada, upon the
Help the fallen to restore.
declaration of war between the United
sun with every motion and his coat ap remarked.
Bid him “ go and sin no m ore,”
“ I th in k y o u will find y o u r h u sb a n d is States and Great Britain.
peared almost as black as ink. Crouching
Give the needy at your door,
at once in the friendly screen of the alders, a p t t o keep his head Avlierever he goes,
He is ably seconded by Rufe Crosby, a
P e a ce and good-will everm ore.
Mrs. Rising,” r e to r te d her sp ou se, w ith well known guide, who has been breveted
we quickly made preparations to call.
Angels brought the song to earth
Commodore, and who is to have full
“ The bull was taking things in a most som e feeling.
Of the infant Saviour’s birth,
“ There are lots of men who can’t John. charge of the entire fleet in those waters.
liesurelv style, but at the first note of the
But the " P e a c e ” and glad “ good-w ill”
A line of traps has been set outside the
L e ft for mortals to fullfill.
challenge he became an active, fierce oppo I don’t mean anything against you.” Mrs.
nent. He was eager and ready for fight, Rising hastened to say, and then added: intrenchments, as an extra precaution.
Phillips, Me.
Mr s . W m . H. F u l t z .
and he started at once to come around the “ It will make quite a little difference in
edge of the lagoon, giving with each step the washing.”
KILLED A D E E R W IT H A P E N 
“ I shouldn’t think an apron now and
a short sharp grunt, as to say ‘I ’ll cook
When Y ou Use
K N IF E .
then tvould make much difference Em’ly,
your mutton, presently.’
“ The distance he had to comewas about said Mr. Rising, with a deepning sense of
D e sp e ra te H a n d -to -H a n d F ig h t o f a P e n n  a quarter of a mile, and he stopped every injury.
h i t e
h e a d ,
“An apron, John!” exclaimed Mrs. Ris W
now and tb^n to give forth a bellow in
s y lv a n ia Boy.
answer to our renewed invitation to ing. “ Do Masons tvear aprons?”
OR
“ Those in the Blue lodge do.”
‘come and have it out.’
Such a thing as a hunter having a hand“ Why, John, I shouldn’t think aprons
“ The sight of that great raging brute
to-hand encounter with a deer that he has was one never to be forgotten.
would be of any use at all,” continued
wounded and has turned on him to fight
“ In alj my previous experiences' in hunt Mrs. Rising, in a state of high excite
Be Sure and Get the
for its life is not unusual; but when a boy
ing I had seen nothing to equal it, for it ment.
of only 17 years catches and kills a full“ They aren’t for any use, Em’ly they are
must be remembered that the bull was in
grown doe, with no other assistance than
for ornament,” rejoined Mr. Rising.
full view for nearly two hours.
urgess
obes
o
his hands and a rusty old pocket knife, a
“ They must look real funny, John, and
“ The fear that some whiff of wind might
new mark is made for stories of hunting
I
must
say
I
think
your
pants
tvill
look
carry the taint of our presence to his keen
adventure.
W A R R A N TE D PURE LEAD,
scent, the dread that some slight defect in dreadful.”
Benjamin P. Stover is a well-to-do car
“ What would you suggest,” inquired
the call would alarm his sensitive hearing,
penter living in Aaronsburg and working
01t THE
the necessity to remain as quiet as the Mr. Rising in a tone of withering con
wherever his services are demanded in that
tempt.
grave in hiding, his partial disappearance
vicinity, says the Philadelphia Telegraph.
“ Overalls, John, of course; all the ma P O R T L A N D L IQ U ID P A I N T S .
when the trail led around some large
His son Clarence, having reached his
boulder, or a few yards into the forest, sons I ever saw wore overalls, and, to my
seventeenth year, is an apprentice to the
mind they’re far more sensible than aprons
kept our excitement at fever heat.
trade of his father. The two left home to
These are warranted strictly'
I “ When he was within a hundred yards for men,” and Mr. Rising went out to con
work on a job they had procured about a
or so of us he halted. He was evidently tinue the marketing.
mile and a half distant, and while walking
pure. The Lead is corroded by
stripping for work. Tossing his head,
along the road they were overtaken by a
striking his horns against the saplings,
neighbor. As he-was alone in his buggy,
the old Dutch process and ground
’T w ix t Y o u a «d Me.
pawing up the mud and moss, and throw
he invited the elder Stover to ride with
ing it over his back, he presented a sight
very fine in pure bleached linseed
him, the invitation being accepted and
rarely granted to the hunter. His stop
the boy left to complete his journey by
Salted
peanuts,
salted
almonds,
salted
troubled us, as he might fool about till
himself.
sodas. Will salted tooth-picks come oil. The result is a lead very
dark.
In order to shorten the walk for himself
“ A whispered consultation was held. next?
white and o f stronger covering
Clarence decided to take-a near cut across
The feasibility of trying to creep nearer
some fields, and had just started to climb
There
are
only
238
lawyers
in
Congress.
properties than any other lead.
to him tvas discussed. We dreaded to
— B o s to n T r a n sc rip t.
the fence at the roadside when his atten
risk another call, as the slightest failure
tion was attracted by light “crunching
But how many hundred times that num
It costs no more to put on good
in its tone tvould be fatal. Finally, in
hoof- falls” on the frosty ground. On
desperation, we uttered one more call, and ber are hoping to get there. .
looking in the direction the buggy had
material than poor. By using
so perfect was it that the bull at once
taken, he was startled to see a full-grown
started forward. We could hear the rat
A Portland young man had heard a the B urgess, F ores & Co. Goods,
deer trotting toward him. It had evi tling of his antlers against the trees, and
good deal about the sport of hunting
dently come out of the strip of woods in
the welcome bark given with each step.
tvoodcock tvith a dog, but had never had you will be sure ot a good job,
which the two men had been lost sight of.
Nearer and nearer came the sounds, till
any experience. One d a f recently he had
Crouching down in the angle of the old
at last they ceased, and a bellowing chal
a holiday and imbued tvith the desire to and one that will last.
“ worm” fence, the boy grasped a large
lenge followed so close to us that it made
try his luck he hunted up a friend tvho
stone and waited.
the few hairs, on my head fairly stand on
The Portland Colors are Stand
owned a valuable bird dog, and tried to
In a moment the deer was directly op
end. Rising, I beheld a sight which few
get him to accompany him to the tvoods.
posite him, and then he raised and threw
ard for quality and shade.
men have seen. Within 10 yards, his
The owner of the dog tvas busy and could
the stone with all his might. It struck
Cm2!)
magnificent antlers towering over his mas
only loan him the dog. Off together they
the startled deer in the side and away it
sive head, his eyes red and savage and his
started, both happy, and the day was
sped like the wind. Clarence was unable
mane erect and bristling, stood the ‘king
passed for the most part in the tvoods.
to follow its tracks and as they turned
of the woods.’
When night came the amateur hunter
back in the woods to see the point at
“ A rash movement, a tremor of the arm turned up all right, but pretty tired, in
which it entered the woods at least. Run
might have spoiled it all, and the proba the city tvith the dog which he took home.
ning along, with his eyes on the ground,
bility that a wound would send him Asked about his luck he said he hadn’t
he reached the top of a little knoll in a
charging down upon us did not tend to got any birds though he did come pretty
large field, and, in a cursory way, looked
steady me.
near it once. “ And that reminds me,” he
in all directiois. Imagine his surprise to
“ Aiming until I could see the very curl said, “ is your dog subject to fits?” Not
seethe deer lying under a tree just a few
in the centre of his forehead I pulled the at all,” replied the owner a little startled
rods beyond. With another stone he gave
trigger. Though blinded for a moment by
by the question. “ Well he had one of R eproduced in 12 colors from originals painted
it a second pelt. This time he hit it on
the smoke, I knew from the thrashing the
some kind in the woods to-day,” said the expressly for the purpose* They are three
the head, and must have dazed it, for it
game was mine.”
’
hunter. “ We were going along all right w ater-colors: Jacksnipe Coming In; Bass Fish
sprang to its feet and ran directly toward
when all at once the old fellow grew as ing at B lock Island; Quail Shooting; and one
him.
Going to be a Mason.
oil, Vigilant and Valkyrie Y ach t R ace. All
rigid as iron and straightened himself out are artistic, beautiful and rich In effect. For
A t tnis juncture the boy grew desperate,
[Chicago Herald].
“ I ’m going to be a Mason, Em’ly,” said in the most unreasonable way. I was fram es 14x19 in. P rice o f set, $5, postpaid.
and just as the deer sped by him he threw
himself at it and caught it by one of its Mr. Rising, “ they’re a noble set of fel afraid he was going mad, and went up to AS “ FOREST AND STREAM” PREMIUM.
him and called to him and even kicked him,
hind legs. Both went down together and lows.”
W e will send the sportsman’s favorite journal.
“ Dear me! John, it seems a real kind of but he never moved a muscle. Finally I Forest and Stream, one year (price $4) and the
a fearful struggle ensued.
scary
business
to
go
into,”
replied
Mrs.
decided
to
go
on
hunting
without
him
and
Deer and boy rolled over and over— the
set o f four pictures (a $9 value) for $5. Or
going a little way ahead I scared up a Forest and Stream 6 mos. and c h o ic e o f tw o o f
marks of the combat were viewed by many Rising.
“Oh! that’s the way it looks to out bird which but for the actions of that dog, the pictures for 83. This is a rare offer. Send
people from the village later— until finally
maybe I should have got.” And the 10 cents for specim en copies o f fo r e s t and
he got his knee on its neck and held it siders; there isn’t so much tp it.”
“ Well I do think they’re awful brave, owner of the dog thinking it was too late Stream, circular and catalogue o f the best
while he drew his old rusty penknife and
cut his throat. After it was dead he but I don’t know as I ever thought they to explain what “ pointing” is, said he books on outdoor sports.
didn’t see what could have been the mat FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.,
carried it back home on his shoulder, and were noble John.”
“ They keep that quiet too,” said Mr. ter, and let it go at that.
is now the hero of the town.
P O. Box 2832, New York City.
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CHRISTMAS IN CAMP.
HON. AMOS J. CUMMINGS RELATES AN

AMUSING EXPERIENCE.
How He Added a Pot of Soup, a Little
Sugar, Some Molasses and a Canteen of
Yeast to the Christmas Mess— On Short
Rations.

My recollections of Christmas experi
ences in tho army arc mostly connected
with the matter of grub, and I suppose ev
ery other old soldier, if he is frank enough,
W ill admit the same thing. As a rule we
always looked for boxes from homo on
Christmas day, and those boxes were toler
ably certain to have something in them
that made a delightful change from the
ordinary rations. When we got those
boxes, we celebrated Christmas. When we
didn’t, we didn’t celebrate. Christmas
was pretty much the same as any other day
under those circumstances.
The particular Christmas that stands up
above all offhers in my memory was that of
1862. We had gone into camp after Fred
ericksburg, at a place called White Oak
church, about six miles from Falmouth,
Va., and lay thero when Christmas came.
We looked for our boxes, of course, for we

' ‘SUGAR.” HE EXCLAIMED,

knew the people at home would not forget
us, but no boxes came. We learned after
ward that they were only three or four
miles away, but that didn’t help us then,
and we didn’t get them for several days.
It was bitter cold. Only two days after
Christmas three or four men were frozen
to death on picket, and it was almost as
cold then, but even worse than the weath
er was the notion of feeding on hard tack
and salt horse, which was about all we
had, while the people at home had turkey
and plum pudding. In the morning,
though, there seemed to be no help for it,
and while we didn’t grin we thought we
had tc^bear it.
A t noon, however, there came a little
alleviation. One of the men— I remember
his name was Hageman— came in from
picket duty with the bones of a sheep that
he had kicked up in the snow. Some guer
rillas had been along there and had killed
and eaten the poor brute and left the
bones. They had mighty little meat on
them, but they were full of marrow, and
we boiled them up. There was a Dutch
seraeant in the company who had a potato,
aficT somebody managed to steal two onions
from the quartermaster; so we had some
soup.
It was a change, and so it was welcome.
I don’t remember to have enjoyed any
soup since then quite as much as I did
that, but somehow it didn’t seem to fill
the bill of fare very well for Christmas,
and we were ready to take almost any kind
of a chance for something good.
My brother was in the same company
with mo, and he was on guard at brigade
headquarters that day. We all knew that
there were some provisions in the store
house there, but the question was hc^v to
get at them. It meant running tho risk of
being shot by some sentinel, besides the
certainty of severe punishment in case wo
should get caught trying to steal any
thing, yet there were some of us willing to
take the chance.
When my brother came in after being
relieved, he came to my tent in great glee.
“ I ’ve got i^l” he said after making sure
that nobody was looking or listening.
“ What have you got?” I asked. “ Sugar,”
he exclaimed. “ Where is it?” said I.
“ Here,” said he, showing me his musket.
He had managed to get into the storehouse
long enough to pack the barrel of his gun

full of sugar, but didn’t get anything else.
“ Sugar is good,” said I, “ but if there
is sugar in the storehouse there ought to
I be some whisky there too.” And I made
|up my mind to get some of that whisky
*that night if it was a possible thing,
j
Thero was a corporal named Nason in
the company, who was always ready to
take chances if there was anything to be
gained by it, and he wanted some of that
whisky as much as I did. It was cold
enough to make a temperance orator long
for a nip. I hunted Nason up, and we
agreed to start together when it got dark
enough. Meantime we managed to steal
an auger from the quartermaster, and that,
with two canteens, made all the outfit we
thought we needed.
Fortunately it was a dark night, and we
knew the lay of the land all right, so we
had a comparatively easy time to dodge
the sentries. It wasn’t really easy, but it
proved to bo a good deal easier than get
ting away from tho place afterward. It
took us half an hour of hiding and dodg
ing to get through the line, but we man
aged it and found ourselves, somewhere
about 10 o’clock, under tho storehouse.
It was a rough sort of a shanty, built on
the side of a hill, and there was room
enough to move around under it all right,
but the trouble was, we had neither of us
been inside the building and we hadn’t
any notion where the things were packed,
so we could only guess where the whisky
barrel was, and that was what we were
after.
Wo took turns boring holes in the floor
at random, and it wasn’t long before we
found out that wo had a pretty dirty job
on hand, to say nothing of a good bit of
hard work, but we persevered for some
thing like an hour before we could strike
anything that would leak through. We
struck all sorts of things that wouldn’t
leak, but we had no means of knowing
what they were and no way of getting
them down if we had known.
A t length, after an hour, we struck a
barrel out of which a slow thick stream
began to trickle. We couldn’t think what
it was till we tasted it, and then we knew
it was molasses. We used a little language
for a minute or two, but even molasses
was a treat, and we couldn’t afford to de
spise it. So we filled one canteen with
that and plugged the hole up as well as we
could, so as not to waste the stuff unnec
essarily, I am afraid the plug wasn’t a
very good one, but we did the best we
could.
Then we went to work again. It was a
little discouraging, but wo didn’t propose
to give up. We bored hole after hole. It
seems to me we must have bored 50 or
more before we got through, and it took
some minutes for ehch one. Sometimes
wo would go through the floor and hit
nothing, and sometimes, as I said, it
would be something solid.
A t last we struck something that spout
ed like a geyser, only it spouted downward.
I was right under it and I was flooded in a
minute. I scrambled out of the way as
quickly as possible, and we investigated. It
was yeast. Well, yeast didn’t seem to be
as near what we wanted as the molasses
was, but we didn’t propose to lose any
tricks, so we filled the other canteen with
that, after we had had a good drink apiece.
It was not quite equal to the best beer,
but it was a sort of substitute for it, and
we enjoyed it hugely.
We didn’t succeed in plugging that up
as well as we did the molasses barrel,
though we did try. The yeast was too
much for us, and I am seriously afraid
that that whole barrel of yeast was spilled.
By this time we had pretty well de
spaired of finding the whisky, but we kept
on trying awhile longer, until it seemed
as if we had riddled the floor so complete
ly that there was -no place left above where
a barrel could stand. Finally we gave it
up and began to plan a retreat.
Tho side of the hill in the rear of tho
house was covered with a sort of ice for
mation that was 300 or 400 feet wide and
sloped downward at a pretty steep angle.
We had surveyed this carefully beforo go*
ing in, and I said to Nason that if wo
could make a rush over to where that ice
was we could get down the hill a good deal
faster than any of the sentinels would care
to come after us, for all we had to do was
to jump on the ice and slide down. That
seemed to be about the best scheme wo
could think of, so we watched our chance
and made a rush.
We hadn’t got to the edgo of the hill,
and that was only a few feet from the
storehouse, when we heard tho sentries
cry, “ Who goes there?” It really wasn’t
worth while for us to stop and answer

them under the circumstances, so -m, —
right on. There were two or three shots
fired after us, but we did not get hit. I
don’t imagine the men on guard were very
anxious to kill us, for they must havo un
derstood in an instant what we were about
and probably stopped long enough to re
member that they would have liked tho
chance to try the same thing.
So our Christmas extras that year were
a pot of soup, a little sugar, a little mo
lasses and a canteen of yeast. And I think
perhaps we enjoyed the yeast more than
any of tho other things. The real Christ
mas festival did not come for some days
afterward, when our boxes arrived, and I
remember that I had a glorious time, for
there was a big Yorkshire plum pudding
in my box and three pounds of killikinick
tobacco, and tho tobacco was a perfect god
send.
But before that, on the morning after
Christmas day, there was tho very mis
chief to pay in camp, and if Nason and I
had been found out, we would have been
in for severe punishment, for we had done
a great amount more of mischief than we
knew anything about.
It appeared that there was a politician
of some standing— I think he was an al
derman from Boston or somewhere— who
had been in camp for some days looking
for the remains of his brother, who had
been killed some time before, and he had
found them Christmas morning. The body
had been disinterred and put in a hand
some coffin that the alderman had brought
from home, and the coffin had been put in
the storehouse over night.
Of course we didn’t know it was there.
Perhaps it might have made a difference
to Nason and me if we had known. I
don’t know as I care about expressing an
opinion on such a delicate question. A t
all events we didn’t know, and naturally
we couldn’t be expected to bore holes
through the floor in as many places as we
did bore them without hitting the coffin,
and as a matter of fact we had bored three
or four holes in it. It hadn’t really spoiled
the coffin for actual service, but it had cer
tainly damaged it to some extent.
Well, the politician made a row, and the
commanding officer ordered a general
searoh of the camp, to see if any trace
could be found of the miscreants— mean
ing Nason and mjs— who had been guilty
of the desecration. It was a pretty rigor

ous search, too, and our tents were ran
sacked thoroughly, but long before they
got around to our quarters Nason and I
had the molasses and sugar, or what was
left of them, safely buried. Of course the
yeast was all gone, and thero wasn’t a
trace of our crimes left.
I suppose it would be easy to tell a more
sentimontal story about a soldier’s Christ
mas, but the sentiment that moved us
most powerfully whon we were on short
rations in those days was hunger.
A mos J. C u m m in g s .
ARMENIAN CHRISTMASES.
One of the Persecuted Race Tells of Ob
servances and Customs of His People.

It is not as easy to describe tho customs
of tho Armonian people in their celebration
of Christmas as it would be to tell of tho
English or the American ways of celebrat
ing, because tho customs of my people dif
fer according to their habitat. Scattered
as the Armenians are from Constantino
ple and other cities to the little villagos in
Asia Minor, there are many observances
that are almost purely local. Somo of
these, however, are extremely interesting.
To bogin, Christmas is not 'observed on
the same day with us as it is here, forthere is a difference of 12 days in the cal
endar, as everybody knows. So our Christ
mas falls on your Jan. 6 . Coming, as it
does, so near New Year’s day, it is not so
much of a social occasion as it probably

would be otherwise, blit as a
tival it ranks with Easter, and tho two
days are the principal feasts of the year.
The religious services are most impress
ive. Our churches differ from yours in
some ways, for there are no pews in them,
and we adorn them as richly, as we are
able to do. The principal service on
Christmas day is a sort of high mass that
is celebrated before daybreak. Everybody
who is able to do so goes to this mass, at
which the highest church dignitary in the
neighborhood always officiates. If there
is an archbishop near, he is the one; if
not, it is the bishop. And everybody
wears his very best clothes. It is a gen
eral custom to give the children a new suit
of clothes if possible on Christmas. If the
parents cannot afford so much, they will
at least contrive to give some article of
dress, if it is only a pair of new shoes.
This has led to another custom which is
in vogue especially in Constantinople,
where the Armenian children are all edu
cated in our parochial schools. These
schools are located in tho churchyards and
are, of course, supported by the churches.
Some of the children are very poor, and a
collection is always taken up at the Christ
mas service in the church for the purpose
of buying new clothes for the children
whose parents cannot clothe them properly.
There is one very benevolent gentleman, a
merchant in Constantinople, whom I know
very well, who always buys a great num
ber of suits at Christmas— from 20 to 60
or 70, according to what he can afford.
The making of presents at Christmas is
not perhaps as general among our people
as it is here, though in the cities we are
rapidly adopting European customs.
Presents are given, but most frequently
by superiors to their inferiors or by elders
to children.
After the church services the people greet
one another with a special salutation.
One says, “ Christ is born,” and the reply
is, “ Blessed is the birth of Christ.” This
is as they return to their homes from
church.
Later in the day thero is a general in
terchange of visits, much like the fashion
of New Year’s calls, which is still kept up
in some parts of this country, though with
this difference: It is deemed almost obliga
tory for inferiors to call on superiors, and
for the younger members of the commu
nity to call on the elder. There is, of
course, no law about this, but if an em
ployer, for example, should not receive a
call from each of his employees, he would
feel that his dignity had not been properly
respected, and the employee would feel
that he had been rude, to say the least. I
remember that my father used to reprove
me severely if I failed to call on any one
who had a right to expect a visit from me.
When the visitor arrives at the house of
the person he is calling on, he is received
according to his station. If he is a de
pendent or a servant or hired man, he may
very likely receive a small present of
money; perhaps only as much as 25 cents,
or perhaps $5 or $10 , or he may, especially
in the country, receive food or clothing.
If he is a social equal, he will be enter
tained with arrack and fruits and sweets.
Fruits are much used, too, for trifling
gifts.
I should say that the greeting on enter
ing the house on one of these visits is sim
ilar to the morning salutation. Tho guest
says, “ Christ is born and mado manifest
to us,” and the reply is, “ Blessed are the
birth and the manifestation of Christ.”
One custom is worth mentioning. Tho
smallor boys in each village go out in parties/on Christmas day, carrying bags, and
go from house to house singing a sort of
Christmas carol or song about tho birth of
Christ. I cannot recall tho exact words,
but it tells the old story and has a refrain:
“ Good tidings! Good tidings!”
They go on tho roofs of the houses, for
the houses of the villagers are almost un
derground, and the roofs are easily reach
ed, and as they sing they let the bags
down in front of the doors, and the people
put in them whatever they feel disposed to
give. Sometimes it will be a little money,
and sometimes it will bo something tho
boys can easily sell for money to have a
good time with, and sometimes it will be
some kind of trash put in for fun, but
everybody is good natured.
Christmas among my peoplo is hardly
what it is hero, but tho spirit of the day is
the samo, and perhaps it is only poverty
that makes the difference.

(Arminos: Haig.)

